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We will cover:

 Legs
 Arms
 Bilateral breathing
 Body position
 Timing

Over 10km, the key to a good time is a !roke that is e"icient and relaxed. For many, 
swimming is in!inctive, and their !roke improves ju! by feeling the water. 
 
This section explains the theory of good swimming. We will help you diagnose the weak 
pa#s of your !roke to improve it. You’ll have plenty of time during training to work on your 
swim faults and get yourself swimming fa!er, smoother, and more e"iciently.

If you learn by doing rather than by thinking, you may want to move !raight on to the drills 
section.

GOOD SWIMMING TECHNIQUE: 
HOW TO SWIM BETTER
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AIM: 

A gentle rhythmic leg kick 
that improves body position 
but doesn’t tire the muscles 
by generating propulsion. 
On a longer swim only 5-10% 
of propulsion will come from 
legs – the smaller range of 
muscles in the arms creating 
a far more e"icient paddle.

Common problems:

— Not kicking at all
— Kicking too hard

GOOD SWIMMING TECHNIQUE: 
HOW TO SWIM BETTER

LEGS

TECHNIQUE TIPS: Easy wins for better legs

Keep the big toes tapping again! each other consi!ently when you kick. This !ops you 
kicking too big and ensures your leg kick keeps within the profile of the body. The legs work 
closely together and should be relatively !raight without locking the knee.

Try to keep the ankles relaxed, big toes turned inwards and kick the feet up to the su$ace of 
the water without splashing.

Initiate the kick from the hip, not the knee, so the legs are kept !raighter. If the kick comes 
from the knee, larger muscle groups are engaged and you will lose oxygen and tire fa!er. 
A bent leg kick will also break your !reamline. The ideal leg action is an alternating upward 
and downward motion with the ankles about 10-15cm apa#.

Kick with a higher frequency and smaller range of motion to a rhythm of 123,123,123,123. With 
di!ance swimming, the leg kick is not really an ideal means of forward propulsion. What the 
swimmer is looking for is a kick that balances the !roke, and keeps the legs up in the water 
so they do not create drag. 

USEFUL DRILLS
 LEGS ONLY WITH BOARD
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AIM: 

A long !roke that moves 
a lot of water. The more 
di!ance travelled per !roke, 
the fewer !rokes over the 
swim.

Common problems:

— Too sho# a !roke
— Low elbows on recovery
— No pull
— Pushing the water down  
 to bottom of the pool so   
 you create a li% rather   
 than travelling forward.

TECHNIQUE TIPS: Easy wins for a better !roke

Extend the arm by keeping your hand and shoulder relaxed as your hand enters the water, 
with your arm extended and your !roke long (don’t cut your !roke sho# by placing the hand 
in front of the head). Sta# rolling your body as your hand enters the water so your arm can 
reach full extension.

Rotate the body to enable a longer, !ronger !roke that engages the bigger muscles of  
the back. Stand looking forward and keeping your head in position, rotate fir! the right 
shoulder to the chin, then the le%. This is the kind of rotation you are aiming for in the pool, 
and it allows a longer !roke.

Keep your elbows high on recovery. Allow the hand to travel up the side of body, leading with 
the elbow, and allowing the hands to relax.

Use your pull to take you forward. A key pa# of your !roke is the pull: where you catch the 
water with your hand and forearm, and move pa! it. The hand motion you are aiming for 
is a subtle slither, not a big S-shape (otherwise you’ll !a# moving sideways rather than 
forwards).

Keep finge#ips pointed towards the bottom. This keeps the elbow high during recovery and 
keeps the palm facing the wall you are swimming away from this will propel you forward by 
pushing the water towards your feet rather than upwards which will reduce your speed.

GOOD SWIMMING TECHNIQUE: 
HOW TO SWIM BETTER

ARMS
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TECHNIQUE TIPS: Easy wins for a better !roke

Finish the !roke. Push the hand beyond the hip on the exit for a full extension at the back of 
the !roke. The hand movement under the water is from slow to fa!.

USEFUL DRILLS
 CATCH UP 
 BLACK LINE DRILL 
 SWIMMING WITH FISTS
 FINGER TRAIL/SHOULDER TAP
 SHOULDER TO CHIN
 BLACK LINE DRILL

GOOD SWIMMING TECHNIQUE: 
HOW TO SWIM BETTER

ARMS
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AIM: 

A good !eady breathing 
pattern that can be 
su!ained indefinitely, with 
full underwater exhalation 
and bilateral breathing (so 
whichever way the wind and   
chop is going, you can !ill 
breath comfo#ably).

Common problems:

— Cannot bilateral breath
— Not exhaling underwater   
 which can lead to    
 breathlessness

TECHNIQUE TIPS: Easy wins for a better !roke

Exhale underwater in a nice long, slow, controlled exhalation, and inhale above. And 
underwater exhalation allows far more time for each breath, so you get more oxygen. 
A common mi!ake is to try to breath in and out above the su$ace, which leads to 
breathlessness.

Alternate sides breathing every three !rokes can be quite demanding. If you find it hard, 
breath on one side for half a length, then the other, to keep the !roke somewhat balanced.

Create a longer !roke. With a longer swim !roke, you have more time to breathe.

Rotate the head to breathe – don’t li%. With a good body position, flat on the su$ace of 
the water, to breathe you should rotate your head so your cheek is the on the su$ace of the 
water and the mouth is above water. If you li% your head out of the water your legs will sink, 
creating drag.

Pivot around your out!retched hand. One of the features of open water swimming is 
that you may need to rotate your head more to breath above waves. If you pivot as your 
out!retched hand glides forward, you have more chance of clearing the su$ace of choppy 
water.

USEFUL DRILLS
 BREATHING EVERY 5, 7
 EXTENSION DRILL

GOOD SWIMMING TECHNIQUE: 
HOW TO SWIM BETTER

BILATERAL BREATHING
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AIM: 

Streamlined in the water, 
with as little resi!ance as 
possible. Think of a canoe 
– pointed and long at both 
ends, and horizontal. The 
ideal swimmer rolls in the 
water, rotating through the 
long axis and keep !raight. 
This body position reduces 
resi!ance and leads to a 
more powe$ul pull.

Common problems:

— Snaking through the water
— Not being horizontal in  
 the water
— Having head high and  
 low legs
— Not rotating from side  
 to side

TECHNIQUE TIPS: Easy wins for a better !roke

Kicking the legs keeps them up in the water. Kick from the hip, not the knees. Big kicks will 
knock you out of a neat, !reamlined position. 

Rotate the body Keep the body horizontal to the su$ace of the water and rotate around the 
long axis of the body. Keeping the upper body on its side, with the shoulder under the chin, 
for as long as possible through the !roke cycle is more energy e"icient. When the shoulders 
are parallel to the su$ace there is more body mass submerged and you have to work harder 
to swim.

Pull with more of a slither than a big S underwater. Wild hands lead to a big leg kick and 
erratic body position.

Keep head !ill when not breathing. The head is like the rudder or keel; if it’s moving your 
body will follow it.  Keep it !ill.

Keep elbows high on recovery. A lot of people move along the pool in a series of le% and right 
hooks, in!ead try to keep the elbow high so the hand traces its way up from the hip, up the 
side of the body, and drops in forward of the head. This will drive you forward, rather than 
losing momentum with sideways movement.

Look forward without facing forward. In open water do not look directly below as you have 
to look where you are going (by sighting) on a regular basis and li%ing your head from the 
bottom is a very deep position to come up from. Adopt a midrange position where you can 
look forward but are not facing forward (which would drop the legs). From here it is easy to 
sight, and easy to breath above choppy water where a bit more height is needed.

GOOD SWIMMING TECHNIQUE: 
HOW TO SWIM BETTER

BODY POSITION
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Grow tall and keep your body long. When you pe$orm a push and glide from a pool wall you 
will travel fu#he! when you are arrow shaped: legs together, upper arms tight to the sides 
of the head, toes pointed, hands on top of each other, head tucked into hands in line with 
your body. Carry this shape through to your swimming !roke, every time your legs and arms 
play outside of the narrow profile of your body you will be working twice as hard to move 
forward. Keeping your body !raight, your kick neat and so on, will mean you can swim with 
less e"o#. In training drills, work to identify and reduce drag.

USEFUL DRILLS
 EXTENSION POSITION TORPEDO SHOULDER TO CHIN
 FINGER TRAIL/SHOULDER TAP LEGS ONLY WITH BOARD

GOOD SWIMMING TECHNIQUE: 
HOW TO SWIM BETTER

BODY POSITION
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AIM: 

A long !eady su!ainable 
rhythm.

Common problems:

— Windmilling where the  
 arms are pe$orming as   
 opposites
— Ine"icient kick

TECHNIQUE TIPS: Easy wins for a better !roke

Work on rhythm and timing. With your feet, aim for a nice !eady 123 123 kick. With your arms, 
you are aiming for a near catch-up !roke, rather than windmilling.

Practice near catch-up. Take a !roke, and leave an arm out!retched in front of you. Let 
the other hand catch-up and re! on top of the out!retched hand before you !a# the next 
!roke. Practice this until it becomes familiar, and then move on to near catch-up, when you 
!a# to pull with the out!retched arm only when the other hand has almo! caught up. The 
near catch-up !yle is the opposite of windmilling and is good free!yle timing.

Pull slow to fa! underwater. Underwater the hand moves from the front of the !roke to the 
back in a slow to fa! motion. This helps you hold more water. Too much power at the front 
of the !roke pushes the water you are trying to hold backwards, to the side and around the 
back of the hand.

USEFUL DRILLS
 CATCH-UP
 SCULLING
 LEGS ONLY WITH BOARD

GOOD SWIMMING TECHNIQUE: 
HOW TO SWIM BETTER

TIMING


